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HAUSDORFF COMPACTIFICATIONS 
AS EPIREFLECTIONS 

BY 

W. N. HUNSAKER AND S. A. NAIMPALLY 

ABSTRACT. We answer the following problem posed by Herrlich 
in the affirmative: "Can the Freudenthal compactification be 
regarded as a reflection in a sensible way?" This is accomplished 
by exploiting the one-to-one correspondence between proximities 
compatible with a given Tihonov space and compactifications of 
that space. We give topological characterizations of proximally 
continuous functions for the proximities associated with the 
Freudenthal and Fan-Gottesman compactifications. 

The purpose of this note is to answer Problem (9) of Herrlich [4] : "Can the 
Freudenthal-compactification be regarded as a reflection in a sensible way?" In 
fact, we show that Smirnov [7] solved a general problem of this type in his theory 
of compactifications of proximity spaces. 

We briefly recall the relevant facts (for details see [6]). Every separated proximity 
space (X, ô) has a unique Smirnov compactification X* and the map <5->X* is 
an order isomorphism. Every Hausdorff compactification X* of a Tihonov space 
X is the Smirnov compactification of X corrsponding to the proximity ô which is 
induced by the unique proximity on X* viz. AôB if and only if Clx* A n Clx» Bj& 
0 ; further if Y is compact Hausdorff, then a function/from X to Y has a con
tinuous extension/: Z*->F if and only i f / i s proximally continuous. 

The categorical implication of the above result is as follows. Let !F denote any 
class of proximity spaces. For each object X in J^, X* will denote its Smirnov 
compactification. From Smirnov's theory we get the following. 

THEOREM 1. The category of compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous functions 
is an epireflective subcategory of the category of proximity spaces and proximally 
continuous functions. The epireflection ofXin IF is X*. 

We examine the special cases of the Freudenthal and Fan-Gottesman compacti
fications in more detail. 

Freudenthal compactification [3]. Let IF denote the class of all semi-compact (or 
rim compact) Tihonov spaces and for each Xin J5", let X* denote the Freudenthal 
compactification of X. 
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Morita [5] (see also [1]) has characterized X* as the unique Hausdorff compacti-
fication satisfying (1) and (2) below: 

(1) For any x in X* and for any open set U of X* with x e U, there exists an 
open set V of X* with xeV,V^ U, and ¥r(V) c X 

(2) Any two disjoint closed subsets of X with compact boundaries have disjoint 
closures in X*. 

THEOREM 2. Let Xbe a semi-compact Tihonov space and let ô be the proximity on 
X induced by X*. Then A$B if and only if A and Bare contained in two disjoint closed 
sets with compact boundaries. 

Proof. Let ô be the proximity induced by X* on X Clearly, if A and B are 
contained in two disjoint closed sets with compact boundaries, then A$B. Con
versely, suppose A$B, then C l x # A C\ C\x* B=0. By (1) above, there exists a 
finite open cover %={Ui:l<i<n} of X* such that each Fr(£/V) is compact, 
Fr(£/;)c:X,andSt(J", %) n B=0 .FutV~X n Ui9 then{J^: l<z<«}is an open 
cover of X, and each finite union of F/s has compact boundary. Let 

WA = X- \J{Vi:VinA = 0} 
and 

WB = X-U{Vi:VinB= 0 } , 

then A <= WA, B c: WB, WA n WB= 0, and WA and WB are each closed sets with 
compact boundary. 

COROLLARY. For X and Yin J^, a function ffrom X to Yis proximally continuous 
if and only if for each pair of disjoint closed sets Fl9 F2 in Y with compact bound-
aries9f~

1{F-^) andf~1(F2) are contained in two disjoint closed sets in X with compact 
boundaries. 

We call a map satisfying in the conditions of the above corollary an F-map. 

THEOREM 3. The category of compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous maps is an 
epireflective subcategory of the category of semi-compact spaces and F-maps. The 
epireflection of a semi-compact space X is its Freudenthal compactification X*. 

Fan and Gottesman [2] have generalized the Freudenthal procedure by con
sidering a normal base £%x associated with a Tihonov space X. The proof of the 
following Theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 2. It uses Lemmas 4, 6, and 
9 of [2] together with the definition of a normal base. Let Q) denote the class of all 
Tihonov spaces with normal bases, and for each X in 3), let X denote the Fan-
Gottesman compactification of X 

THEOREM 4. Let Xbe a Tihonov space and let ô be the proximity induced on X by 
j£, then A$B if and only if there exists Gt G £3X such that A<^Gl9 B^G2, and 
G± r\G2=0. 
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COROLLARY. For X and Y in 2) a function/from X to Y is proximally continuous 

if and only if for each Fl9 F2 e SSY
 w ^ Pi n ^2= 0 > there exist Gl9 G2 in 38 x such 

that f~\FÙ <= Gi i= 1, 2, and G± n G2=0. 

We call a map satisfying the above conditions an .FG-map. 

THEOREM 5. The category of compact Hausdorjf spaces and continuous maps is an 

epireflective subcategory of the category whose objects are Tihonov spaces with 

normal bases, and whose morphisms are the FG-maps. 
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